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Projects include DVIMAR, (GISP). References Category:Underwater vehiclesThe present invention is directed to a method for synthesizing uniform oxides and in particular, to the synthesis of uniform alumina. More particularly, the present invention is directed to a novel method for synthesizing uniform alumina in the form of alpha-alumina. In many applications it is necessary to include high
purity aluminum in various compositions. For example, alumina containing no more than trace amounts of other oxides, such as silicon, is particularly useful in catalytic applications, for example in the production of polymers such as polyethylene. Moreover, uniformly dispersed alpha-alumina is particularly useful in catalytic applications. Polymerization processes for the production of
polyethylene and related products are well known and extensively described in the literature. For example, U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,256,624; 4,237,152; and 3,957,741 describe such processes in detail. The alpha-alumina present in the products of such processes contributes to the ultimate properties of the polymer produced. In particular, the alpha-alumina in the polymerization catalyst promotes the
initiation and propagation of the polymerization process. Consequently, the alpha-alumina in such catalysts must be of high purity, i.e. the alumina must be substantially free of impurities such as silicon, titanium, iron, nickel, and the like. Presently, alpha-alumina is synthesized by the well known Bayer process, that is the well known process for the extraction of alumina from bauxite. In the Bayer
process, alumina is reacted with soda to form alumina trihydrate, i.e. aluminum hydroxide in the form of boehmite. To further purify the boehmite, it is then reacted with hydrochloric acid to form alumina hydroxide, which is subsequently hydrolyzed to form alumina monohydrate. The alumina hydroxide, now in the form of alpha-alumina, is then calcined to yield alumina trihydrate, i.e. aluminum
hydroxide, again in the form of boehmite. In the Bayer process the alumina produced is a mixture of alpha-alumina and gamma-alumina. In the Bayer process, the gamma-alumina
Specifications Weight Length: 6 m (20 ft) Total mass: 8.5 kg (19 lb) Engine Primary engine: Walter turbojet T2.2 Secondary engine: Allison V-1810-92.7 References External links Burt Rutan's page about the Glider Rc Glider Plans Rc Glider plans 14.epub Category:Free software programmed in C++ Category:2009 software Category:Free software programmed in C Category:UAVsQ:
string.Replace() always replaces first character In this code I'm using string.Replace to replace the first 'b' with 'z'. The code is: String[] ss = text.Split('b'); foreach (String str in ss) { Console.WriteLine(str.Replace("b", "z")); } The output is: banana banzan banzzan banz I understand the second line returns "banzan" and the second line returns "banz" why is the first line "banana" after the first
character is replaced? A: This happens because you have that code in a loop. When you call string.Replace for the first time, it replaces the first "b" and returns the string "banana". Then, you call it for the second time and replace it with "z", returning "banz" and so on. You should call the method only once, before the loop. A: You need to call Replace() outside of your loop, otherwise it's just
updating the same string over and over again. To elaborate, let's say you have two characters a and b. If you call.Replace("b", "z") twice, you're replacing both characters with "z". But if you call.Replace() twice outside of the loop, it won't touch either character a or character b, because they're already replaced by the time you get to that point. A: The default behaviour is to replace only the first
occurence of the substring. But you could specify the String.Replace overload with a third parameter: A StringComparison parameter. The default value is StringCompar 2d92ce491b
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